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Rage and revenge: Highly aggressive boys’ explanations

for their responses to ambiguous provocation
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Children adapt their behaviour to their social environment through adequate
social information processing (SIP). According to the SIP model, social
information processing is goal oriented. Yet the subjective experience of
reactively and severely aggressive children seems to be that their behaviour is
impelled by uncontrollable rage, with no other goal in mind than venting anger
and spite. To test whether reactive and proactive aggression by severely
aggressive boys were related with experiences of goal directedness, 52 highly
aggressive and 30 normal comparison boys were asked to explain their
responses to hypothetical provocations by peers. Both highly aggressive and
normal comparison boys primarily explained generation and selection of
aggressive responses to provocation situations by feeling impelled to act by
strong emotions, not with reference to outcome goals. Reactive aggression was
specifically related with such emotion explanations for aggression. Moreover,
highly aggressive boys more frequently advocated aggression by referring to
emotions and referring to a moral rule that taking revenge is imperative,
regardless of its consequences. Highly aggressive boys expected their responses
to have more negative relational outcomes than comparison boys.

Keywords: Aggressive behaviour; Social cognition; Social information
processing.

Anyone who has ever experienced a fit of rage can testify to the subjective
experience: Rage seems to take control over one’s behaviour and to impel
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one to behave aggressively. If any thoughts come to mind, they seem limited
to focusing one’s attention on more cues to fuel anger. In this state, there
seems to be no time or motivation to consider the detrimental consequences
of one’s aggressive behaviour, even though one would clearly foresee these
consequences in a less agitated state.

It may very well be that some aggressive behaviour in children is also
primarily driven by such strong emotional impulses, given the negative
consequences aggressive behaviour tends to have for perpetrators (e.g., Ladd,
2006) and the impulsive nature of many aggressive acts (Berkowitz, 2008). This
may be particularly true for reactively aggressive behaviour. Reactive
aggression is aggressive behaviour performed in anger, in reaction to a
presumed threat, whereas proactive aggression is planned, instrumental and
‘‘cold blooded’’ behaviour (Dodge, 1991). Research indicates that these forms
of aggression are related to different precursors, correlates, and prognoses
(Vitaro, Brendgen, & Barker, 2006; Vitaro, Brendgen, & Tremblay, 2002).

Yet the subjective experience of uncontrolled rage as a source of reactively
aggressive behaviour does not seem to fit well with the influential social
information processing model (SIP; Crick & Dodge, 1994; Lemerise &
Arsenio, 2000) of aggressive responses to social stimuli. According to the SIP
model, aggressive children respond aggressively to social situations because—
compared to non-aggressive peers—they encode different information,
represent this information differently, pursue fewer social goals, generate more
aggressive responses, and from these select a more aggressive response for
enactment. Numerous studies have shown that children with aggressive
behaviour problems do indeed process social information atypically (e.g., de
Castro, Veerman, Koops, Bosch, & Monshouwer, 2002; Dodge, 2006;
Horsley, de Castro, & Van der Schoot, 2010; Lansford et al., 2006).

Goal directedness has a pivotal role in social information processing
theory. In theory, children generate a number of possible responses to a
social situation, and from these, select the response they expect will help
them to attain their goals. Children with behaviour problems may then
generate and select more aggressive responses because they pursue atypical
goals and because they expect to attain these goals by means of aggressive
behaviour (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Lochman, Wayland, & White, 1993).

This pivotal role of goals, however, seems to be at odds with the
subjective experience of rage. Could it be that severely aggressive behaviour
does, on many occasions, not follow from the conscious pursuit of goals?
Both research (e.g., Hubbard et al., 2004) and clinical observation suggest
that severely aggressive behaviour is often a very emotional, impulsive
response to a perceived provocation. Emotion theories (e.g., Frijda, 1993;
Levenson, 1999) suggest that such highly emotional reactions to salient
signals of threat or harm may be triggered directly by rudimentary,
automatic primary appraisal processes, that leave little time or resources for
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in-depth processing of the effects that possible (aggressive) responses might
have on outcome goals. Rather than the process of setting interaction goals
and evaluating possible responses against them, a direct emotional process
seems to be triggered, directly linking global cues of threat or harm to a
dominant, prepotent, aggressive response (De Castro, 2004; Levenson, 1999).

Given the important role of goals in the SIP model, surprisingly little
research concerning goals in SIP has been conducted. The importance of
atypical goals for aggressive behaviour is supported in part by studies
concerning children’s (Erdley & Asher, 1996) and adolescent boys’ (Loch-
man et al., 1993) explanations for their responses to hypothetical social
events. In such studies behaviour problems were found to be associated with
goals of dominance (i.e., instrumental goals), that may best be attained by
aggressive responses, whereas non-aggressive behaviour was associated with
affiliative goals (i.e., relational goals), that may best be attained by non-
aggressive responses. In addition, proactively aggressive children have been
found to select more instrumental than relational goals when given the
choice (Salmivalli & Peets, 2009; Salmivalli, Ojanen, Haanpa, & Peets,
2005). Even though these studies provide important information on
relations between goal preference and aggressive behaviour, they do not
provide evidence that aggressive behaviour does actually result from the
conscious pursuit of goals.

According to the dual-processing model of SIP (De Castro, 2004),
children may not necessarily consciously pursue any goal, or ‘‘try to do’’
anything when they act aggressively. In emotionally challenging provocative
situations, children may engage in pre-emptive processing of salient
emotional cues, which may impel them to attribute hostile intent to
whomever ‘‘provoked’’ them, to become angry, and to execute a dominant
aggressive response before they have carefully represented a situation, set
goals, generated multiple responses, and selected one of them. Findings on
aggressive boys’ emotions (Arsenio, Adams, & Gold, 2009; De Castro,
Merk, Koops, Veerman, & Bosch, 2005; Lemerise & Arsenio, 2000) suggest
that they may feel driven towards aggressive behaviour by hostile intent
attribution (De Castro et al., 2002), instilling intense anger (De Castro et al.,
2005; Hubbard et al., 2004) taking ‘‘control precedence’’ (e.g., Frijda, 1993).
This anger at the perceived hostile ‘‘provocation’’, in the absence of effective
inhibitory control, may directly recruit aggressive responses (Runions &
Keating, 2010). In their own experience, anger and rage make them behave
aggressively even when they realize that the behaviour will not help them
attain their goals, and even though they would never select these aggressive
responses in a less emotional state. Thus, some children may respond
aggressively to social provocations because they feel driven to do so by their
intense emotions that they cannot regulate, not because they generate and
select an aggressive response that they expect to help them attain their goals.
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To be precise, we propose that such impulsive aggressive behaviour is not
deliberately goal oriented. We do not exclude the possibility that such
impulsive aggression is sub- or unconsciously motivated by underlying goals
or concerns that evoke strong emotional action tendencies to behave
aggressively (e.g., Frijda, 1993). We do propose that the behaviour is not
experienced as goal directed.

The present study

To our knowledge no study has ever directly tested whether aggressive
behaviour by highly aggressive children derives from the deliberate pursuit
of goals or not. In the studies described above, goal directedness is an
assumption that is used to construct measures, but this assumption is not
directly tested itself. By posing question such as, ‘‘What would you be trying
to do?’’ (Erdley & Asher, 1996), participants are prompted to describe their
behaviour in terms of goals that they were presumably pursuing. The very
real possibility that participants were not pursuing a goal or trying to do
anything in particular is not taken into account. Similarly, in studies with
closed-response formats, participants were asked to indicate the importance
of, or preference for, specific predefined goals (Crick & Ladd, 1990;
Lemerise, Fredstrom, Kelley, Bowersox, & Waford, 2006; Salmivalli et al.,
2005). Again, indicating that no goals were pursued was no option.

To examine the hypothesis that aggressive behaviour is not necessarily
deliberately goal oriented, we assumed that this absence of goal orientation
would be evident in children’s responses to structured questions asked when
presented with various scenarios depicting ambiguous provocation situa-
tions. Previous research assumed that children always pursue goals and
consequently used measures that presuppose instrumental and/or relational
goals. To date, the possibility that children do not (experience that they)
pursue goals at all with their aggressive behaviour, but are driven to
aggressive acts by their strong emotions, has not been tested. The current
study aimed to do so by allowing children to explain their behaviour not
only in terms of goals, but also in terms of emotions. In line with the above,
it was hypothesized that aggressive responses to provocation would be
generally explained by reference to emotions, not to goals.

Reactively and proactively aggressive behaviours result from specific
deviations in SIP (Arsenio et al., 2009; Dodge, Lochman, Harnish, Bates, &
Pettit, 1997). With regard to social goals, it has been suggested that reactive
and proactive aggression may be uniquely related to different goals for
aggressive behaviour in social interactions (Dodge, 1991). Proactive
aggression has been found to be related to instrumental and dominance
goals (Arsenio et al., 2009; Salmivalli et al., 2005) in general population
samples. However, the picture is less clear for reactive aggression and for
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aggressive behaviour by children with severe aggressive behaviour problems.
In theory, both reactive aggression and severe forms of aggression displayed
by children with behaviour disorders seem more likely to result from pre-
emptive emotional processing of social stimuli, and less likely to be
deliberately goal oriented, because both reactive aggression and aggressive
behaviours by children with disruptive behaviour disorders are associated
with heightened emotionality and poorer inhibition (De Castro, 2004).

Thus, we also aimed to test whether goal directedness differed between
boys with aggressive behaviour problems and less aggressive peers, and
between reactive and proactive functions of aggression. Highly aggressive
boys were hypothesized to use fewer goal-related explanations, and were
expected instead to generate more emotion-driven explanations for their
responses than were their non-aggressive counterparts. Second, reactive
aggression was expected to be specifically related to a lack of specific goals
and reference to strong emotions to explain aggressive behaviours. By
definition, proactive aggression was expected to be uniquely associated with
conscious goal-driven motivations, as demonstrated by more positive
evaluations of expected instrumental outcomes.

To test these hypotheses, we presented ambiguous provocation vignettes
to boys in special care for aggressive behaviour problems and to normal
comparison boys and asked them to generate and select responses. Then, we
asked them to explain why they generated and selected these responses, and
which outcomes they expected to follow their responses. Unlike prior
research, we did not prime or direct them to reflect on their social goals, but
instead encouraged more open-ended accounts of their experiences. In
addition, participants were asked to judge several aggressive responses to the
vignettes and explain why they (dis)approved of them.

METHOD

Participants

Eighty-two 7- to 13-year-old boys participated as part of a larger study (see
De Castro et al., 2005). Participants in the highly aggressive group (n¼ 54)
were recruited from behaviour disorders departments of clinics for child
psychiatry (n¼ 24) and special education for children with behaviour
problems (n¼ 30) in the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, children are only
referred to these two types of institutions if the severity of their behaviour
problems significantly impairs social functioning and prohibits participation
in regular education, according to parents, teachers, and diagnosticians. All
boys between 7 and 13 years of age with a disruptive behaviour disorder in
the participating facilities were invited to participate, except for boys with a
pervasive developmental disorder or manifest psychosis. All invited boys in
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this group chose to participate. All but two clinic-referred participants were
diagnosed with DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) opposi-
tional defiant disorder by clinic psychiatrists, in five cases comorbid with
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), in two cases with conduct
disorder, and in one case with reactive attachment disorder. No diagnoses
were obtained for the remaining two boys because these were not given at
their treatment facility. Clinic- and special-education referred boys did not
differ in mean aggressive or delinquent behaviour problems. Therefore, type
of referral was not included in further analyses. The non-referred
comparison group (n¼ 30) was recruited from two elementary schools in
low to middle socioeconomic status neighbourhoods of the same cities. In
these schools, five boys per classroom were randomly selected and asked to
participate in the study. All but two boys agreed to participate.

Groups differed significantly on teacher-rated externalizing behaviour
problems. As expected, these problems were more severe in the aggressive
(M¼ 65.0, SD¼ 9.4) than in the comparison group (M¼ 54.6, SD¼ 5.3), F(1,
82)¼ 37.8, p5 .001. In the aggressive group, 93% of participants received
Teacher Report Form (TRF) aggressive behaviour scores in the borderline or
clinical range. Aggressive boys were also considered more reactively
(M¼ 3.45, SD¼ 0.88) and proactively aggressive (M¼ 2.55, SD¼ 1.02) than
comparison boys (M¼ 2.38, SD¼ 0.91 and M¼ 1.56, SD¼ 0.56), respective
Fs(1, 82)¼ 28.1, 24.1, ps5 .001. Age did not differ between groups.

Procedure

Participants were individually tested in a quiet room in the clinic or at their
school. Participants were first shown the cassette recorders used to play
vignettes and to record their answers. In a standardized instruction they
were told they were going to listen to stories of events that could happen to
them, and would be asked what they would do if the events actually
happened to them. Participants were asked to imagine they experienced the
stories themselves. It was emphasized that no wrong answers could be given,
and participants were assured of the confidentiality of their answers.

Eight audio taped vignettes (based on De Castro et al., 2005) were
presented. All vignettes concerned being hindered by a peer whose
intentions were ambiguous. As part of a larger study on SIP and emotion,
participants answered a number of questions about each vignette. After
hearing a vignette, participants were asked how they would respond to the
presented situation, why they would respond in that way, and what would
happen if they responded that way. Next, participants were presented two
responses to the vignette that had supposedly been given previously by other
boys. One of these responses was clearly aggressive, but functional
for obtaining a desired instrumental outcome. The other response was a
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non-aggressive attempt to solve the social problem. These responses were
presented in randomized order. After each presented response participants
were asked whether they would enact a similar response themselves,
whether they (dis)approved of the response and to explain why they
(dis)approved.

Measures

Aggression and behaviour problems

Aggression and other behaviour problems were assessed with the TRF and
the Reactive and Proactive Aggression Questionnaire. The Dutch version
(Verhulst, van der Ende, & Koot, 1997) of the TRF (Achenbach, 1991)
contains 118 multiple-choice behaviour items and two open-ended
questions. For each multiple-choice item, teachers indicate 0 (Not true for
the child), 1 (Somewhat true for the child), or 2 (Very often true for the child).
Achenbach (1991) reported high 15-day test–retest reliability, two-month
stability, and validity for this instrument. Norms for Dutch children
(Verhulst et al., 1997) were used to calculate T-scores for behaviour
problems. The 6-item Reactive and Proactive Aggression Questionnaire
(Hendrickx, Crombez, Roeyers, & De Castro, 2003) is a Dutch translation
of the reactive and proactive aggression items in the Teacher Rating of
Aggression (TRA) developed by Dodge and Coie (1987). Three items
describe reactive aggression, for example: ‘‘When this child has been teased
or threatened, he or she gets angry easily and strikes back’’. The other three
items describe proactive aggression, for example: ‘‘This child uses physical
force in order to dominate other kids’’. The answer format is a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from 1 (Never) to 5 (Almost always). Reliability, factor
structure, and validity are adequate for both the original (e.g., Hubbard
et al., 2004) and the Dutch version (Hendrickx et al., 2003). Cronbach’s
alphas in this sample were .87 for reactive aggression and .90 for proactive
aggression. Reactive and proactive aggression were highly correlated,
r¼ .71, p5 .001, as is typically found with this measure (Polman, De
Castro, Koops, van Boxtel, & Merk, 2007).

Social cognition

Three constructs were studied: (1) boys’ explanations for their responses to
vignettes, referred to hereafter as response explanations; (2) their outcome
expectancies for their own responses; and (3) boys’ explanations for their
(dis)approval of the hypothetical aggressive responses we presented to them,
referred to hereafter as selection explanations. These constructs were
operationalized as follows.
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Response explanations. After describing how they would respond to a
vignette, participants were asked why they would respond in the way they
had described. Their answers to the latter question were coded following the
decision tree depicted in Figure 1. Each answer was coded for containing
arguments: ‘‘In favour of aggression’’; ‘‘Against aggression’’; ‘‘In favour of
solution’’; and/or ‘‘Against solution’’. Within each of these four categories
two kinds of arguments were distinguished: ‘‘emotions’’ (e.g., ‘‘Because I’m
so angry’’) and ‘‘goals’’. Goals were in turn coded as ‘‘moral’’ (e.g., ‘‘Then
we’re even’’), or ‘‘outcome’’ goals. Within the outcomes goals, a further

Figure 1. Decision tree.
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distinction was made between ‘‘outcomes for self’’ (e.g., ‘‘So I can play
again’’), ‘‘outcomes for other’’ (e.g., ‘‘So his painting will be ruined’’), and
‘‘prevention’’ (e.g., ‘‘It will keep him from doing it again’’). All responses
were coded by two independent raters. Mean inter-rater agreement for
response explanation codes was 89%, and mean kappa was .60.

Note that the above categories are not mutually exclusive, as a single
answer may contain both arguments in favour of aggression and against
solutions (or the opposite), and may contain several types of arguments. For
example, the statement: ‘‘You shouldn’t fight, and if I ask him to help we’ll
both have a painting’’ contains a moral argument against aggression, as well
as an argument in favour of a solution with outcome goals for self and other.

For each participant, we initially counted how many times each argument
type was used. As there were eight vignettes, this resulted in scores for each
type of argument with a minimum of 0 (Never used the argument) and a
maximum of 8 (Used the argument with every vignette).

Outcome expectancies. After describing how and why they would
respond to a vignette, participants were asked what they expected to
happen after their response. Their answers to this question were divided into
four groups, specifically: (i) positive relational outcomes; (ii) negative
relational outcomes; (iii) positive instrumental outcomes; and (iv) negative
instrumental outcomes. Relational outcomes concerned any aspect of the
relation between the participant and the provocateur (e.g., ‘‘We’ll fight’’, or
‘‘We’ll play together’’). Instrumental outcomes concerned any non-
relational loss or gain for the participant (e.g., ‘‘I’ll get to play again’’, I’ll
be hungry’’). The average inter-rater agreement for these codes was 86%,
mean kappa was .76.

The number of vignettes for which each outcome was mentioned was then
counted. This resulted in variables for positive relational, negative
relational, positive instrumental, and negative instrumental expected
outcomes, with minimum values ranging from 0 (Never mentioned this
outcome) to 8 (Mentioned this outcome for each vignette).

Selection explanations. After being asked to judge aggressive responses to
the vignettes we presented, participants were asked to explain why they
(dis)approved of the presented responses. Answers to these questions were
again coded by means of the decision tree in Figure 1. Each answer was coded
for containing arguments: ‘‘In favour of aggression’’; and/or ‘‘Against
aggression’’. In each of the two categories ‘‘In favour of aggression’’ and
‘‘Against aggression, we distinguished ‘‘emotion’’ and ‘‘goals’’, as in the
previous section. Goals were again subdivided into ‘‘moral’’ goals and
‘‘outcomes’’. Again, these categories were not mutually exclusive, as a single
answer could contain several types of arguments. For example, the statement:
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‘‘I’ll get punished, but it’s fair to smudge his painting ’cause he did that too’’
contains both a moral argument in favour of aggression and a negative
outcome for the self as an argument against aggression. As for response
explanations, the number of times each argument type was used was counted,
resulting in variables with a minimum score of 0 (Never used the argument type)
and a maximum score of 8 (Used the argument type with all vignettes).

Data analyses

As explained above, response explanation variables were created by summing
the number of times a specific answer was given. Variables resulting from this
summation were strongly skewed, reflecting that some boys used different
types of arguments for different vignettes (resulting in low scores for each
distinct argument type), while other boys used the same type of argument for
all vignettes (resulting in high scores for that type of argument). To enable
hypothesis testing despite the skewness of these variables, all response
explanation variables were reduced to dichotomous variables with the values
‘‘Never used this argument’’ and ‘‘Used this argument at least once’’. Further
data analyses are based on these dichotomous variables.

To test the hypothesis that aggressive children use fewer goal-related and
more emotion explanations for aggressive responses than their peers, we first
examined whether aggressive responses were explained with reference to
goals to begin with. Next, the associations between group status (aggressive/
non-aggressive) and providing specific explanations were tested with chi-
square analyses for each type of explanation.

We conducted regression analysis for the whole sample to test whether
reactive aggression was specifically related with a lack of specific goals but
rather with reference to strong emotions to explain aggressive behaviours,
whereas proactive aggression was uniquely associated with more positive
evaluations of expected instrumental outcomes. Reactive and proactive
aggression were strongly correlated, r¼ .71. Therefore, in these analyse, one
type of aggression (e.g., reactive aggression) served as the focal outcome
variable. The other type of aggression (e.g., proactive aggression) was
controlled for by entering it as first predictor variable in the regression
equation. The relevant dichotomous response explanation variables were then
added as dummy variables.

RESULTS

Response explanation

The percentage of participants in each group that mentioned each kind of
argument is shown in Table 1. Arguments in favour of aggression were
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mentioned by relatively more highly aggressive than normal comparison
boys, w2(1)¼ 7.55, p(one-sided)¼ .009, j¼ .31. The most frequent types of
arguments in favour of aggression were emotional and moral, and the types

TABLE 1
Explanations for own responses to ambiguous provocation by highly aggressive and

comparison boys

Highly aggressive NC

Explanation % of group % of group p j

In favour of aggression 94 72 .009 .31

Emotion 81 52 .007 .31

Goals:

– Moral 75 52 .030 .24

– Outcome 46 31 ns

. For self 29 21 ns

. Preventive 23 3 .018 .26

. For other 17 7 ns

Against aggression 19 52 .003 .34

Emotion 2 14 ns

Goals:

– Moral 8 28 .020 .27

– Outcome 17 48 .004 .33

. For self 14 31 ns

. Preventive 2 10 ns

. For other 10 31 .018 .27

In favour of solution 88 90 ns

Emotion 40 43

Goals:

– Moral 58 57

– Outcome 65 70

. For self 52 53

. Preventive 23 23

. For other 20 27

Against solution 4 3 ns

Emotion 0 0

Goals:

– Moral 2 3

– Outcome 2 0

. For self 2 0

. Preventive 0 0

. For other 0 0

Note: Numbers denote the percentage of participants in a group using the particular

explanation at least once. Categories are not mutually exclusive, therefore percentages do not

add up to 100%. Highly aggressive¼Highly aggressive group, NC¼normal comparison group.

p¼ one-tailed p for group (NC/Highly aggressive)6 explanation (mentioned/not mentioned)

chi-square(1, 81) test. ns¼ not significant.
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of arguments in favour of aggression also differed between groups. As
hypothesized, emotion was given as an explanation for aggression by more
highly aggressive than comparison boys (81% vs. 52%, respectively),
w2(1)¼ 7.53, p(one-sided)¼ .007, j¼ .31. Moral arguments in favour of
aggression were also given by relatively more highly aggressive than
comparison boys (75% vs. 52%, respectively), w2(1)¼ 4.54, p(one-side-
d)¼ .030, j¼ .24. Highly aggressive boys mentioned prevention of future
conflicts as a reason for aggression more often than did the comparison boys
(23% vs. 3%, respectively), w2(1)¼ 5.32, p(one-sided)¼ .018, j¼ .26). Thus,
in line with our hypotheses, aggressive behaviour was predominantly
explained by emotions, rather than by pursuing specific outcomes.

We were interested to observe that not all emotion explanations in favour
of aggression concerned negative affect. An explorative distinction between
negative and positive affect in the emotion explanations for aggression
revealed that all arguments in favour of aggression given by comparison
boys concerned negative affect, whereas seven highly aggressive boys (13%)
mentioned positive affect as a reason to behave aggressively (e.g., ‘‘Because I
like to do it’’, ‘‘It’s fun’’).

Arguments against aggression were given more often by comparison than
by highly aggressive boys, w2(1)¼ 9.21, p(one-sided)¼ .003, j¼ .34. Out-
comes and norms were the most frequently mentioned arguments against
aggression and were used by relatively more normal comparison than highly
aggressive boys (respectively), w2(1)¼ 8.78, p(one-sided)¼ .004, j¼ .33 and
w2 (1)¼ 5.84, p(one-sided)¼ .020, j¼ .27).

Groups did not differ with respect to frequency or type of arguments
in favour of solution attempts. The argument types that were most
frequently presented in favour of solutions were outcomes and moral
arguments.

Arguments against solution attempts were extremely rare across groups.
Of all 656 explanation answers (82 participants6 8 vignettes), only seven
(1.07%) contained an argument against attempted solutions. This finding is
consistent with our hypothesis that aggressive behaviour does not result
from atypical goal pursuit. If the aggressive boys had preferred aggression
over solutions, they would have given reasons not to prefer solutions, but
such reasons were clearly hardly ever given.

Specific relations with reactive and proactive
aggression

Our regression analyses indicated that, after controlling for proactive
aggression, reactive aggression was uniquely predicted by emotion
explanations (b¼ 0.20, p¼ .011. Proactive aggression was not uniquely
predicted by any response explanation variable, after controlling for its
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covariance with reactive aggression. This provides support for our
hypothesis that emotion, and not conscious social goals, are implicated
in reactive aggression.

Outcome expectancies

Status group differences in outcome expectancies were tested by means of a
two Group (highly aggressive/normal comparison) multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) with positive relational, negative relational, positive
instrumental, and negative instrumental outcome expectancies as dependent
variables and Quality (positive/negative) and Outcome Type (relational/
instrumental) as within-subject factors.

A main effect of Quality was observed; both groups mentioned more
positive than negative expected outcomes, F(1, 79)¼ 17.56, p¼ .000,
Zp

2¼ .18. This effect was qualified by a Quality-by-Group interaction, F(1,
79)¼ 9.05, p¼ .004, Zp

2¼ .10, indicating that highly aggressive boys
mentioned relatively more negative expected outcomes than comparison
boys did. According to Cohen’s criteria (1988), these effects are both of large
size. The interaction, however, was in turn qualified by a three-way
interaction with Outcome Type, F(1, 79)¼ 7.36, p¼ .008, Zp

2¼ .08. Means
depicted in Figure 2 and Table 2 show that the more frequent mention of
negative outcomes by the highly aggressive group was specifically due to
more frequent mention of negative relational outcomes. This effect was of
medium size (Cohen, 1988).

Figure 2. Outcome expectancies for own responses to ambiguous provocation by highly

aggressive and comparison boys. Note: Bars indicate the mean number of vignettes for which

each outcome expectancy was mentioned. Highly aggressive¼Highly aggressive group (n¼ 54),

NC¼ normal comparison group (n¼ 27).
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Selection explanation

Next, we analysed the explanations that participants gave for their relative
preferences for the presented aggressive and solution-attempt responses. The
percentage of participants in each group that mentioned each argument type
is shown in Table 3. Arguments in favour of aggressive response selection
were mentioned more often by highly aggressive than by comparison boys
(M¼ 2.00, SD¼ 1.94 and M¼ 0.97, SD¼ 1.59, respectively), t(1, 81)¼ 2.49,
p¼ .008, whereas arguments against aggression were mentioned less often by

TABLE 3
Explanations for the evaluation of aggressive responses by highly aggressive and

comparison boys

Highly aggressive NC

Explanation % of group % of group p

In favour of aggression

Emotion 25 10 ns

Goals:

– Moral 62 27 .001

– Outcome 38 23 ns

Against aggression

Emotion 8 13 ns

Goals:

– Moral 87 73 ns

– Outcome 87 90 ns

Note: Numbers denote the percentage of participants in a group using the particular

explanation at least once. Categories are not mutually exclusive, therefore percentages do not

add up to 100%. Highly aggressive¼ referred group (n¼ 52), NC¼ normal comparison group

(n¼ 30). p¼one-tailed p for group (NC/Highly aggressive)6 explanation (mentioned/not

mentioned), chi-square(1, 81) test. ns¼not significant.

TABLE 2
Outcome expectancies for own responses to ambiguous provocation by highly

aggressive and comparison boys

Highly aggressive NC

Expected outcome M (SD) M (SD)

Positive–relational 0.94 (1.46) 2.64 (2.31)

Positive–instrumental 3.04 (2.15) 3.73 (2.41)

Negative–relational 2.58 (2.15) 1.54 (2.01)

Negative–instrumental 0.72 (1.05) 0.65 (0.98)
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highly aggressive than by comparison boys (M¼ 4.63, SD¼ 2.42 and
M¼ 6.20, SD¼ 2.07, respectively), t(1, 81)¼ 2.99, p¼ .002.

In both groups, arguments in favour of aggressive response selection were
most often moral. Relatively more highly aggressive than comparison boys
used moral arguments in favour of aggression, w2(1)¼ 9.71, p5 .001.
Emotions and outcomes were used equally often by both groups as
arguments in favour of aggression. Groups did not differ in the types of
arguments against aggression they used.

Qualitative analyses of the arguments used in favour of, and against,
aggression, suggest that highly aggressive boys’ moral arguments in favour
of aggression were frequently based on a moral rule that ‘‘getting even’’ is a
justifiable and warranted response to the perceived injustice of being
hindered or provoked. That is, even if aggressive behaviour is expected to
lead to negative outcomes for both boys involved (e.g., not getting what they
wanted or being punished by a teacher), this would be preferable to
‘‘dishonest’’ solutions where both boys would be better off, but not be
‘‘even’’. In contrast, comparison boys’ arguments against aggression
generally referred to honesty and the desirability of outcomes, where a
beneficial solution for all involved is preferable to ‘‘getting even’’, even if this
means the provocateur will be better of than the participant. Table 4
contains examples of both types of arguments.

DISCUSSION

It was hypothesized that highly aggressive boys’ explanations for aggressive
responses to ambiguously intended provocations would predominantly
concern emotions, rather than goals. As expected, highly aggressive boys

TABLE 4
Examples of explanations used in the evaluation of aggressive responses by highly

aggressive and comparison boys

In favour of aggression Against aggression

I think that’s normal . . . then that boy’s

lemonade is gone too . . . and then we’re

even.

It’s a bit stupid and it doesn’t get you

anywhere. Your toy is not fixed by

breaking his toy.

I’d just do it back. Then he’ll get even angrier

and I think it’s fair, then he has as much

bad luck as me.

It doesn’t help you much. He’ll have nothing

and you’ll have nothing either.

Because (. . .) then I make him sad too. I don’t like him spoiling my fun, but if he’s

having fun then I’m not someone who’s

going to spoil his fun too.

Note: The presented explanations in favour of aggression were given by highly aggressive boys,

while the explanations against aggression were given by comparison boys.
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used significantly more emotion explanations for aggressive responses than
their non-aggressive counterparts and rarely referred to specific social goals.
In fact, overall, both highly aggressive and normal comparison boys
explained aggressive responses to provocation situations primarily by
referring to their emotions. Expected outcomes were rarely used as explana-
tions of aggressive responses, either among the highly aggressive boys or the
normal control boys. When response explanations referred to goals, moral
explanations were given most frequently, especially by the highly aggressive
boys. As in previous studies (Erdley & Asher, 1996; Lochman et al., 1993)
revenge was frequently mentioned as a moral argument favouring aggressive
responses. Highly aggressive boys also more frequently mentioned expected
outcomes as explanation of aggressive responses when they expected that
aggression would prevent future provocations.

Roughly half of the boys in the comparison group presented arguments
against aggressive responses that were based on expected negative outcomes
for themselves and the provocateur, and/or on moral disapproval of
aggressive behaviour. In contrast, less than a quarter of the highly aggressive
boys mentioned arguments against aggression. In both groups, non-
aggressive responses to provocation were mostly explained by their expected
positive outcomes. Arguments against solutions were rarely given.

Although more highly aggressive boys did put forward arguments in
favour of aggression, they did not generally expect positive outcomes to
follow aggressive behaviour. On the contrary, they expected more negative
relational outcomes than did the comparison group. It appears that boys in
the highly aggressive group do appreciate that aggressive behaviour will lead
to negative relational outcomes, but this appreciation does not keep them
from acting aggressively. Their aggressive acts, rather than being motivated
by expected consequences, seem—in their own eyes—determined by anger,
the obligation to take revenge, and—for a minority of aggressive boys—the
positive feelings associated with being aggressive.

The proposition that aggressive behaviour is explained by referring to
intense negative emotions was only partly supported. Emotions were indeed
the most frequent explanations for reactively aggressive boys. However,
some boys did not explain aggressive behaviour with negative, but with
positive emotions, saying that they enjoy being aggressive. Their responses
suggest that for them ‘‘revenge is sweet’’. From the perspective of ‘‘an eye
for an eye’’, taking revenge may be ‘‘doing the right thing’’ and instil a sense
of pride. This is in line with a recent finding in non-referred children of an
association between proactive aggression and feeling happy after responding
aggressively to provocation (Arsenio et al., 2009). Unfortunately, in the
present study the number of positive emotion explanations for aggression
was too small to assess specificity to proactive aggression.

Clearly, the notion that a response would be generated and selected
because boys expect it to help attain a desired outcome is not supported by
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boys’ own explanations for their responses. Highly aggressive boys give
aggressive responses, even though they expect these to have negative
relational consequences for themselves. Expected instrumental outcomes for
aggression were generally lower than for non-aggressive responses. When
goals were referred to, aggressive responses were not primarily explained in
terms of outcomes boys try to attain, but in terms of a moral goal,
particularly taking revenge, that was valued as a goal in itself.

Superficially, it may seem paradoxical that highly aggressive boys’
explanations are more concerned with norms and values than comparison
boys’ responses. However, a closer look suggests that the highly aggressive
boys refer to specific moral values that promote aggressive behaviour rather
than discourage it. These values may be summarized as ‘‘there is an obligation
to get even’’, ‘‘revenge prevents future conflicts’’, and ‘‘fear of aversive
consequences is a weakness’’. These ‘‘moral’’ standpoints may be particularly
important for highly aggressive boys, as they frequently come from coercive
family backgrounds (Patterson, 1982) and participate in peer groups where
these norms are advocated (Dishion, Spracklen, Andrews & Patterson, 1996).
‘‘Getting even’’, coercion of others through aggressive behaviour, and defying
threats of negative consequences can be considered functional adaptations to
these family and peer systems, where forgiving, compromising, and fear of
conflicts may only weaken one’s position (Thompson & Calkins, 1996).

In view of the finding for response explanation that seven boys said they
enjoyed acting aggressively, it is noteworthy that our operationalization of
‘‘negative relational outcome’’ reflects outcomes that coders consider
‘‘negative’’, not the boys themselves. This most frequently involved getting
into fights. Although these outcomes certainly seem negative for the relation
between the participant and the provocateur, they need not necessarily be
considered ‘‘negative’’ by the subgroup of aggressive participants who say
they enjoy fighting in response to provocation.

The finding that there were no differences with regard to outcome
expectancies between proactive and reactive functions of aggression
contradicts previous findings (Salmivalli et al., 2005; Vitaro et al., 2006).
An explanation for this finding might be that there was a high correlation
between proactive and reactive aggression in this sample (r¼ .71). In order
to differentiate more clearly between these two forms of aggression,
measures should be used that disentangle both form and function of
proactive and reactive aggression (Polman et al., 2007). An alternative
explanation for not finding differences in outcome expectancies for reactive
and proactive aggression may be that all boys in the highly aggressive group
were evidently referred to treatment for rather severe problems in their daily
functioning. Possibly, this selection excluded proactively aggressive boys
with more positive outcome expectancies for their own behaviour.

It should be noted that this study relied on self-generated response
explanations. The self-reported explanations for behaviour presented in this
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study should certainly not be taken to represent the actual causes of these
behaviours. People generally have very little insight into the actual causes of
their behaviours, and there is no reason to expect this to be different for
highly aggressive boys. Even if children report that their aggressive
responses are caused by their emotions, this certainly does mean that the
emotion has causal priority in the production of those behaviours. It is
possible that an aggressive response is explained in moral terms, but was in
fact given because the child in question could not think of a non-aggressive
solution to the problem, or due to another, completely unrelated cause.

Moreover, it might be possible that children do have goals, and that their
actions are based upon these, with the children having no conscious
awareness of these goals. According to Austin and Vancouver (1996), latent
goals may exist, that is, individuals may pursue goals even though they are
not aware of this. However, as far as we know, there is no research
concerning aggressive behaviour by children to support this idea to date, nor
have social information processing researchers addressed this issue
conceptually. We believe that future theoretical development could fruitfully
address the potential role of conscious versus subconscious processing, and
how latent or automatic processes diverge from consciously experienced
processes in the production of social behaviours.

Nevertheless, and notwithstanding this potential discrepancy between
consciously accessed, self-reported explanations, and actual causes of
behaviour, children’s own explanations for their aggressive behaviours are
interesting phenomena in themselves. They may help us understand
children’s theories of social interaction and morality and may serve as a
starting point for cognitive behavioural treatment. It is easier to (motivate
clients to) discuss, challenge, or alter cognitions if one addresses what clients
themselves see as causes for their problematic behaviour. Finally, as
‘‘experts’’ in their own right, children may propose hypotheses concerning
causes of aggressive behaviour that adult researchers have not yet thought
of. The positive feelings associated with taking revenge at the expense of
one’s own relations provide a clear example in case.
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